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1. THESIS STATEMENT 
 

The main goal of this PhD thesis is to propose and implement a practical methodology 
for the construction of concurrent object-oriented programs and for reasoning about their 
properties. We claim that: 

• It is possible to carry through the advantages of object technology, such as ease of 
reuse, extendibility, maintainability of software, to the concurrent context by 
providing a full support for object-oriented mechanisms and techniques, including 
inheritance, genericity, polymorphism, dynamic binding, and agents. 

• The object-oriented techniques coupled with the Design by Contract [62] 
approach constitute the right basis for the modular development of concurrent 
systems and allow the programmers to efficiently develop correct, reusable 
concurrent software with little more effort than sequential one. Thanks to the 
proposed methodology, concurrent software can be understood, analysed, written, 
and reused in a much simpler manner than with other state-of-the art techniques. 

• Static analysis of object-oriented code can be precise enough to detect and 
eliminate synchronisation defects such as atomicity violations. A proper type 
system can statically ensure interesting safety properties of concurrent programs. 

 

2. OVERVIEW 
We consider the SCOOP model (Simple Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming) 
introduced by Bertrand Meyer [64] to be a good starting point for our study. SCOOP is a 
good candidate for modelling object-oriented concurrent applications because it takes 
advantage of the existing synergies between the O-O concepts and concurrency. Also, it 
relies on very powerful O-O principles, including Design by Contract. Nevertheless, the 
insufficient study of the semantics of SCOOP, as well as the lack of a production-quality 
implementation make it difficult to assess the model with respect to other existing 
approaches and show that it indeed fulfils its purpose. 

This thesis should fill in the gap by providing a working implementation of SCOOP, 
carrying out an in-depth analysis of the model, formalising it, identifying the 
inconsistencies, and proposing adequate solutions to the encountered problems: 

• We study the relationship between object-orientation and concurrency with a 
particular focus on the role of assertions (preconditions, postconditions, 
invariants, modifies clauses) in the concurrent context. 

• We provide an operational semantics for the. This allows us to formalise the 
interesting properties of concurrent systems, such as the absence of atomicity 
violations and deadlocks. 

• We refine the model by relaxing the access control policy to allow shared locking 
and lock passing. This results in an increased expressivity of the model and makes 
concurrent applications less prone to deadlocks. 

• On the language side, we follow the SCOOP approach and propose a simple 
extension of Eiffel with a minimal number of additional keywords. 



• We introduce a tagged type system to statically eliminate potential atomicity 
violations, and prove its soundness with respect to the operational semantics. 

• We integrate the agent mechanism and the expanded types with the model. 

• We discuss the support for advanced object-oriented mechanisms in SCOOP. 

• Finally, we provide a library implementation of the model (SCOOPLI) and a 
compiler that type-checks SCOOP code and translates it into pure Eiffel code with 
embedded library calls. A deadlock detection mechanism is implemented as part 
of SCOOPLI. 

We expect that the theoretical and practical results obtained during this research work 
will constitute a major contribution to the state-of-the-art in concurrent object-oriented 
programming. 

 

3. KEY QUESTIONS AND EXPECTED RESULTS 

3.1. Relationship between object-orientation and concurrency 
The relationship between the object-oriented techniques and concurrency has been often 
discussed in the literature [4][21][76]. After the initial enthusiasm (“all objects should be 
concurrent”), some important problems were identified. The most widely discussed 
problem is the apparent mismatch between the inheritance mechanism and concurrency 
[76]. Several kinds of inheritance anomalies have been identified [60]. The authors often 
conclude that the full integration of object-orientation and concurrency is not possible. 

These problems are principally caused by the approach taken by most authors: the 
extension of an existing model or programming language. We agree that it is very 
difficult to extend an object-oriented language with concurrent capabilities without 
sacrificing some of its expressiveness [76]. Similarly, adding object-orientation on top of 
a concurrent language usually results in a hybrid language with a restricted support for 
object-oriented programming. 

Therefore, we have decided to look much deeper into the relationship between object-
orientation and concurrency, and search for a solution that relies on the fusion of both 
worlds. We take the following approach: 

• We observe that all object-oriented computation is concurrent by nature.  

• Sequential systems are a (small) subset of of all potential software systems. 
Certain properties of objects (such as their locality with respect to other objects, 
etc.) are less important in the sequential context but they must not be simply 
ignored or forgotten when no concurrency is involved. 

• Following that second observation, we build a general model for object-oriented 
concurrency such that all the mechanisms known from sequential object-oriented 
programming are duly represented. Usually, this involves the need to abstract a 
given mechanism by giving it a more general semantics. In particular, we propose 
a new semantics for feature calls, argument passing, preconditions, 
postconditions, and invariants (see sections 3.2 and 3.3). We show that such a 



semantics naturally reduces to the “obvious” sequential semantics in a non-
concurrent context. 

This is a novel approach: rather than looking for a smallest step from the world of 
sequential object-oriented programming into the world of concurrency (it is also the 
approach taken by the original SCOOP), we are looking for the smallest step that 
takes us from the concurrent object-oriented world into the sequential world. Under 
way we realise that, in fact, these two worlds are not separate, and that the well-
understood object-oriented mechanisms and techniques have a more general 
semantics. It has a very positive impact on the reusability of software (see section 
3.9). 

3.2. Design by Contract in the concurrent context 
Design by Contract [62] allows the programmer to enrich class interfaces with contracts. 
Contracts express the mutual obligations of clients and suppliers through the use of 
assertions. Routine pre-conditions specify the obligations on the routine client and the 
guarantee given to the routine supplier. Conversely, routine post-conditions express the 
obligation on the routine supplier and the guarantee given to the routine client. Class 
invariants express the correctness criteria of a given class – an instance of a class is in a 
consistent state if and only if the corresponding invariant holds in every observable state. 

The modular design fostered by encapsulation and DbC reduces the complexity of 
software – correctness considerations can be confined to the boundaries of modules 
(classes) that can be proved and tested in isolation. The principles of Design by Contract 
can be used for proving correctness of a class. A class C is locally correct if: 

• After creating a new instance of C, the class invariant InvC holds, and 

• After execution of a routine r of class C, both the class invariant and the post-
condition Postr of that routine hold, provided that both the invariant and the 
precondition Prer were fulfilled at the time of the invocation. 

Clients can rely on the interface of a class without the need to know about the 
implementation details. 

We aim at applying the local correctness to our model. In a more general (concurrent) 
setting, the semantics of assertions has to be re-considered, so that: 

• it is possible to use similar rules as in the sequential setting to prove the 
correctness of classes, 

• the generalised semantics nicely reduces to the “usual” sequential semantics in a 
non-concurrent setting. 

We think that it is possible to achieve these two goals. Obviously, we do not claim that 
the proposed rules will be as simple as the sequential ones – since the concurrency is 
achieved through the interplay (interference) of several processors, this interference must 
be taken into account by the proof rules. 

The focus of this work is not to provide a proof system for concurrent object-oriented 
programs but rather to lay a solid basis for the future development of such a system by 
providing a clear generalised semantics of assertions. We focus on pre-conditions, post-
conditions, and invariants. We also consider the modifies clauses (expressed in Eiffel 
through the ensure only construct). Other assertions, such as checks, loop variants and 



loop invariants, are only discussed shortly because their generalised semantics is very 
close to the sequential semantics as defined by the DbC. 

The most interesting result obtained so far is the new semantics for pre-conditions - they 
can be seen as wait-conditions. The concept of wait-conditions was already introduced in 
the original SCOOP design but the model treated them as a “hijacked” pre-conditions, 
much closer to the concept of guards (this also raised the problem of wait-condition 
weakening vs. guard strenghtening). Our methodology does not discriminate between 
(sequential) pre-conditions and (separate) wait-conditions; we give a simple semantics to 
pre-conditions that caters for the needs of concurrency and nicely reduces to the 
sequential semantics. A (surprising at first) by-product of this research is the 
formalisation of a pre-condition violation as a kind of deadlock. This also leads to a 
deeper understanding of the rôle of pre-conditions in a program: we claim that pre-
conditions are an integral part of software and they must not be ignored at execution. It 
seems to contradict the common approach to software construction where assertion 
checking is turned off before releasing the finalised version of a software system. In fact, 
there is no contradiction there: thanks to certain (very strong) assumptions that we can 
make in a sequential context, it is much easier to prove that the given property will hold 
immediately when required, thus making the pre-condition redundant. In a general 
(concurrent) setting, such situations are much less common, therefore assertions cannot 
be ignored at run-time. 
DONE:  

• Semantics of pre-conditions (informal) 

• Semantics of argument passing (informal) 

MISSING:  

• Semantics of post-conditions and invariants 

• Relation between contracts and assumption-commitment in SCOOP 

• A sketch proof rule for SCOOP programs 

NEXT STEPS:  

• Read about assumption-commitment 

• Define semantics of post-conditions and invariants 

DEADLINE: 

• 15/12/2005 

 

3.3. Formalisation of the computational model 
We provide an operational semantics for the model in the form of a labelled transition 
system (LTS). This allows us to give very precise meaning to all the constructs and 
mechanisms of the model, and express the interesting properties of concurrent systems, 
such as the absence of atomicity violations and deadlocks.  

We follow the approach taken by G. Jalloul in her PhD thesis [47]. She proposed a simple 
LTS-based operational semantics for a concurrency model called CSS (Communicating 
Sequential Subsystems). CSS is interesting because it has several features that are similar 



to the corresponding features of the SCOOP model. For example, CSS’s subsystems 
resemble SCOOP’s processors – both of them represent independent threads of execution 
and units of modelling. Also, an extension of Eiffel (CEE) was proposed for CSS – we 
are going to take advantage of  that by reusing the part of the semantics related to the 
sequential subset of the language. 

G. Jalloul made several assumptions that facilitated the development of the operational 
semantics. First of all, only a subset of CEE was considered. The following features were 
omitted: 

• Expanded types 

• Exceptions 

• Assertions 

• Input/output operations and external features 

• Once and unique declarations 

• Assignment attempt 

• holdif statement (a CCR-like construct that plays a similar role as a feature call 
with separate arguments in SCOOP) 

Also, the semantics did not discriminate between deadlock and termination. 

We also make certain simplifying assumptions. In particular, we do not consider 
exceptions, input/output operations, external, once, and unique features, and agents (note 
that the integration of the latter with the model is discussed separately, see section 3.7). 
The modelling of these features is not essential to this study. In fact, the only non-trivial 
feature that we omit is the exception handling but this topic is treated exhaustively in the 
research work of another team member [6]. We also assume the absence of hardware and 
communication failures – this topic is closely related to distributed programming and 
treated separately in the research work of another team member [86]. 

We do model assertions: preconditions, postconditions, and invariants. In fact, this is the 
most interesting and novel aspect of the proposed semantics. We demonstrate that the 
general semantics of assertions reduces to the “usual” sequential semantics in a non-
concurrent context. A very interesting outcome of this work is the formalisation of a 
precondition violation as a kind of deadlock. 

The operational semantics serves as a basis for the soundness proof of the proposed type 
system (see section 3.6). 
DONE:  

• First and second reading of Ghinwa’s dissertation 

• Modelling of pre-condition violation as deadlock 

MISSING:  

• Choice of language subset / intermediate language 

• Operational semantics for the model 

• Modelling of post-condition violation as deadlock 

• Modelling of invariant violation as deadlock 



NEXT STEPS:  

• Sketch of intermediate language 

• Sketch of operational semantics based on Ghinwa’s and Arnaud’s work 

DEADLINE: 

• 01/03/2006 

3.4. Refinement of the access control policy 
The locking policy of the SCOOP model is very restrictive: at most one client object may 
access the given supplier object at any time. If we consider the fact that processors are 
sequential, that is at most one feature is executed on a processor at any time, this ensures 
the absence of data races and gives the client a very strong guarantee of exclusive access 
to a processor. Therefore, one can easily decide which object is responsible for possible 
breaches in the contract (e.g. breaking the invariant of the class corresponding to the 
supplier object). 
 
The biggest drawback of this approach is, of course, the loss of performance: very often, 
several clients try to access a shared data structure and only one of them is allowed to 
make a call at a time; the others have to wait, even if they do not try to modify the data 
structure. The solution seems to be obvious: we need to introduce some kind of “shared 
access”. The idea itself is not new but the solution is not trivial since we want to increase 
the amount of concurrency without penalising the clients by weakening the guarantees 
they get. 
 
We investigated the possibility of allowing the intra-object concurrency in our model, i.e. 
making the processors multi-threaded. We would only allow non-conflicting features to 
be executed in parallel on the same supplier. Unfortunately, the problem of non-
interference of features is not decidable in the presence of aliasing and polymorphism. 
We proposed a very restricted solution [67] that would only allow so-called pure 
functions to be executed in parallel. Nevertheless, even that solution was not sound if we 
considered the standard notion of purity applied in the object-oriented languages (no side-
effects, except for temporary ones). The main problem here was the impossibility of 
ensuring that the invariant of the class and the post-condition of a feature hold when the 
feature terminates its execution if another pure feature temporarily modifies the state of 
the supplier object. For example, a feature of class LIST that advances the cursor, 
performs a read operation, and moves the cursor back to its initial position, would be 
considered as pure in a sequential context but it may lead to an invariant violation if 
another feature has been executed and terminated before the cursor is moved back to its 
initial position. 
In fact, in our initial approach, only attributes could be considered as pure enough to be 
evaluated in parallel (although in the presence of polymorphism, if the redefinition of an 
attribute into a routine is allowed, even attributes are not pure!).         

We identified two problems with the initial solution. First of all, providing a “stronger” 
notion of purity in the concurrent context would contradict the overall approach we took 
– remember that we want to find a more general definition of purity that would reduce to 
the usual, sequential semantics. The second problem, a more practical one, was that the 
sequential code would not be reusable in a concurrent context, so programmers would 



need to write their code so that it is “concurrency-friendly”. This would mean that our 
model does not really fulfil its purpose (a complete fusion of concurrency and object-
orientation). Also, most of the existing code would be useless in a concurrent context 
(including all the data structures from EiffelBase). 

We have decided to take a different approach that led us to the re-design of the access 
control policy of our model and to a proper definition of purity. We allow shared access 
to suppliers but processors remain sequential. This is a crucial difference with respect to 
the previous attempt. The parallel execution of several features is achieved through the 
interleaving rather than multi-threading. Only pure functions may be executed in the 
shared mode but this time the usual (weaker) notion of purity is applied. This allows us to 
preserve the possibility of assertional reasoning about software. Note that, from the 
clients’ point of view, the guarantees are as strong as in the SCOOP model. The 
interleaving satisfies the serialisability property. Therefore, a client can think of itself as 
a sole client of the given processor and does not even realise that other clients’ requests 
are interleaved with its own request. When a client requests a non-pure feature, the 
exclusive access to the given processor is required, just like in the original SCOOP 
model. 

Another refinement of the access control policy is the introduction of lock passing. It 
increases the expressivity of the model – certain scenarios can be implemented now that 
were impossible to implement in SCOOP. It also allows programmers to better tailor their 
code. The mechanism makes concurrent programs less deadlock-prone. Lock passing 
relies on a new semantics for argument passing and attached types. Essentially, if a client 
c has exclusive access to its supplier x and some other object y, and it issues a separate 
call x.f (y) then, if the formal argument corresponding to y is declared as attached, the call 
will be executed synchronously, with c shedding all its locks to x and waiting until the 
execution of f terminates, then revoking all its locks from x and continuing its own 
execution. 

To summarise: we refine the model by relaxing the access control policy to allow shared 
locking and lock passing. This results in an increased expressivity of the model and 
makes concurrent applications less prone to deadlocks. The ability to reason about the 
software in terms of pre-conditions, post-conditions, and invariants is preserved. The 
enhanced access control policy proves very useful, in particular in the applications where 
multiple clients access shared data and most operations are pure (“read”) features. 
DONE:  

• Locking based on attached/detachable 

• Lock-passing based on argument passing 

• Shared locking based on pure queries (draft) 

MISSING:  

• Formal description of lock-passing 

• Precise definition of pure queries 

• Precise locking rules for shared locks 

NEXT STEPS:  

• Get the definition of pure queries 



• Decide about the best notation (“only” vs. “pure” keyword) 

• Describe precisely the lock passing mechanism 

DEADLINE: 

• 20/12/2005 

3.5. Language extensions 
On the language side, we follow the SCOOP approach and propose a simple extension of 
Eiffel with a minimal number of additional keywords. Eiffel offers a full support for 
Design by Contract and object-oriented techniques, including certain advanced 
mechanisms that are (or were, until recently) not present in other languages that we could 
consider (Spec#, JML). At the same time, the presence of these advanced mechanisms 
(multiple inheritance, genericity, agents, expanded types) represents a real challenge for 
us - the design and implementation of the concurrency model must take all these 
mechanisms into account and cater for their needs. Also, the presence of rich, carefully 
designed libraries and software based on these libraries, rises the issue of backward-
compatibility. 

The careful design of the language helps us keep the need for syntactic extensions to a 
bare minimum. We decided to reuse the separate keyword introduced by SCOOP 
(although the semantics of that construct is slightly different); we also use two additional 
keywords – domain and in – for the extension of the type system. 

As a result, the language extension is fully backward-compatible with the standard Eiffel 
language [ECMA]. Existing Eiffel classes can be used in programs based on our model.  
DONE:  

• Domains 

MISSING:  

• “like”-notation for domains 

• Notation for pure queries 

NEXT STEPS:  

• “like”-notation for domains 

• Notation for pure queries 

DEADLINE: 

• 01/04/2006 

 

3.6. Extended type system for the elimination of potential 
synchronisation defects 
We introduce an ownership-like type system to statically eliminate potential atomicity 
violations, and prove its soundness with respect to the operational semantics. 

Let TypeId denote the set of declared type identifiers of a given Eiffel program. We 
define the set of tagged types for a given class as 



 

 

where OwnerId is a set of owner tags declared in the given class. Each class implicitely 
declares two owner tags: • (current processor) and ⊥ (unknown). 

The subtype relation p  on tagged types is the smallest reflexive, transitive relation 
satisfying the following axioms, where α is a tag, S,T ∈ TypeId, and p Eiffel denotes the 
conformance relation on TypeId: 

 

 

  
The extended type system allows us to reason about the locality of objects that are 
represented by entities. Typing rules are defined in such a way that all potential atomicity 
violations are eliminated (the intervleaving of pure functions is not regarded as an 
atomicity violation). This allows us to ensure interesting safety properties of concurrent 
systems. The use of detachable and attached types makes it possible to integrate 
seamlessly the proposed extension of the access control policy into the language. 

The rules are straightforward – in fact, the proper definition of the notion of subtyping 
takes care of most problems. Particular rules are only required to accommodate the 
expanded types and the agent mechanism (see section 3.7). Here is an example rule (for 
assignment): 

 

  

 

Note that our task is simplified by the fact that the model is free of data races by 
construction. The only synchronisation defects we have to consider here are atomicity 
violations. The problem of deadlocks is treated separately (see section 3.8). 
DONE:  

• Subtyping relation based on tagged types (draft) 

• Basic type rules: assignment, procedure call, function call (draft) 

• Rules for feature redefinition (draft) 

MISSING:  

• Simplified language definition for a subset of Eiffel 

• Formalisation of domain notation 

• Formalisation of rules 

• Proof of soundness w.r.t. operational semantics 

NEXT STEPS:  

• Review the drafts (until 24/11/2005) 

• Decide about the subset of language 

TypeIdOwnerIdTaggedType ×=

( ) ( ) STST Eiffelpp ⇔,, αα

( ) ( )TT ,, ⊥pα

[Assign]  Γ   l :: (α, T),  Γ    e :: (β, S),  (β, S) p  (α, T) 
 

                          Γ   l := e 



DEADLINE: 

• 01/05/2006 

 

3.7. Support for advanced object-oriented mechanisms 

Inheritance 
One of the most powerful concepts of object-oriented programming is inheritance, 
especially when it is used for code reuse and refinement. Unfortunately, in the presence 
of concurrency coordination code, reuse problems are likely to occur. In general, there is 
a high interdependence between attributes of a class and coordination constraints of 
different routines. Concurrency coordination and functional code are interwoven. 
Because of this interdependence, features often cannot be redefined in subclasses without 
affecting other features. Very often, affected features must be redefined in the descendant 
and the ancestor, which degrades the maintainability and prevents the reuse of code. Even 
if the coordination code is isolated from the functional code, it is often necessary to 
redefine it completely for all inherited features instead of having local extensions of its 
parts. These and other difficulties in combining inheritance with concurrency are referred 
to as inheritance anomalies [60][51].  

We realised that, thanks to the application of the Design by Contract methodology (with a 
proper redefinition of the semantics of assertions), most inheritance anomalies are not a 
problem in the proposed model. For example, partitioning of acceptable states and 
modification of acceptable states anomalies are prevented by the appropriate rule for 
feature redefinition (more precisely by the pre-condition weakening rule). Similarly, we 
do not have any problems with the definition of sets of non-interfering features thanks to 
the imposed restrictions on interleaving of features (only pure functions might be 
interleaved) and a proper rule for redefinition of routines in descendant classes. 
Interestingly, the latter is not specialised for dealing with concurrency. Nevertheless, it 
proves useful in the concurrent context.    

Agents 
Another powerful mechanism of object-oriented programming, the agents, needs to be 
carefully analysed in order to be applicable in the general (concurrent) context. We 
identify the need for a special typing rule for agents and their actual arguments (tuples). 
Essentially, an agent may be declared as separate and treated as any other separate entity. 
The semantics of agent creation is refined so that the type (static and dynamic) of the 
agent object reflects the locality of the agent’s target: 

my_agent: separate PROCEDURE [X, TUPLE] 

my_non_separate_agent: PROCEDURE [X, TUPLE] 

x: separate X 

non_separate_x: X 

… 

my_agent := agent x.f  -- OK 

my_agent := agent non_separate_x.f  -- OK 



my_non_separate_agent := agent non_separate_x.f -- OK 

my_ non_separate_agent := agent x.f  -- Invalid! Type error. 

… 

r (an_agent: separate PROCEDURE [X, TUPLE]) is 

 do 

  an_agent.call ([])  -- OK, because the target’s processor 

      -- has been locked. 

 end 

This solution cannot be applied to agents with an open target because the locality of the 
potential target cannot be considered at the time of agent construction. This is not an 
issue if the agent under consideration is declared as non-separate. We suggest that a run-
time check at call time be performed for separate agents with an open target. 

Expanded types 
Expanded types seem to be quite tricky to model in a concurrent world without imposing 
certain restrictions on them. For example, in the original SCOOP model, only “fully 
expanded” objects are allowed to cross the boundary of a processor (fully expanded 
objects must not have fields that are non-separate references). This solution is not 
satisfactory because most expanded types are not fully expanded so their use in a 
concurrent context would be prohibited. 

The problem with finding a satisfactory generalised semantics for the expanded types 
comes from the fact that such types serve two purposes: 

• Objects of an expanded type have copy semantics, i.e. there exists only one 
“reference” to a given object, an attempt at getting a reference to the object results 
in the creation of a (shallow) copy of that object. 

• Entities of an expanded type directly represent objects rather than references to 
objects. 

If we were able to consider just the first point, i.e. the copy semantics of expanded 
classes, there would be no problem with the integration of expanded types into the our 
programming model. Expanded entities could be also declared as separate and treated in 
the same manner as any other separate entity. This approach is sound and theoretically 
beautiful but it is very cumbersome in practice – it is hard to imagine that programmers 
would accept to use such types as separate INTEGER or separate BOOLEAN.   

We are convinced that more appropriate (and more practical) rules can be devised. We 
suggest that an entity of an expanded type should be seen as a non-separate entity in 
every typing context, independently of its owner tag. To be more precise, if ET is an 
expanded type, then all the entities below have the type (•, ET): 

e1: ET 

e2: separate ET 

e3: separate ET in d1 

e3: separate ET in d1 



When a separate object has to be passed across the boundary of a processor, a deep 
import operation is performed. Deep import is similar to a deep clone but it does not 
follow the separate references. Therefore it can be considered as “deeper” than the 
(shallow) clone operation but more “shallow” than the deep clone. 

A corresponding type rule is introduced that allows all expanded entities to be seen as 
non-separate.  
DONE:  

• Integration of agents 

• Integration of expanded types 

MISSING:  

• Agents with open target 

• Implementation (depends on ES 5.7 for expanded types and attached/detachable for 
agents with open target) 

NEXT STEPS:  

• Figure out handling of agents with open target (might be based on detachable/attached) 
(by 23/11/2005) 

DEADLINE: 

• 01/05/2005 

 

3.8. Deadlocks and their treatment in the object-oriented world 
Absence of deadlocks is one of the most interesting properties of concurrent programs. In 
fact, the problem of deadlocks was one of the initial motivations of our work. We set off 
to devise a methodology for deadlock prevention, detection, and resolution in SCOOP 
programs. We quickly understood that, in a general case, it is impossible to provide a 
sound and complete modular proof of deadlock-freedom, especially for complex 
concurrent programs. 

Additionally, the results of our work on the semantics of assertions showed that there is a 
close relation between pre-condition violations and the “usual” deadlocks due to the 
circular wait. Therefore, we changed our approach and focused on exploring the nature of 
deadlocks and their relation with other phenomena in the object-oriented world. 

The result of our work is the analysis of the rôle of deadlocks in the concurrent object-
oriented world, with a particular focus on the relation between assertions and deadlocks. 
This should constitute a firm basis for the future development of an adequate anti-
deadlock methodology. The development of such a methodology is beyond the scope of 
this thesis. Nevertheless, we do propose and implement an efficient run-time mechanism 
for deadlock detection as part of the SCOOPLI library (see section 3.10). We expect the 
deadlock resolution mechanism to be based on the duel mechanism. 
DONE:  

• Run-time mechanism for deadlock detection (Daniel Moser’s semester project) 

NEXT STEPS:  



• Technical report on deadlock detection in SCOOP (with Daniel) (January) 

DEADLINE: 

• 01/05/2006 

 

3.9. Implementation and tools 
The lack of a full implementation was the main difficulty in the assessment of the 
original SCOOP model. That is why we started our work by implementing the model. We 
decided to implement SCOOP with an Eiffel library rather than by extending the 
compiler. This provided several advantages, in particular the ability to ‘play’ with the 
model by trying out various refinements and extensions, and to implement it on several 
platforms without getting bogged down in compilation-related issues. 

A first, partial implementation of SCOOP [68] targeted the .NET platform. Later on, we 
ported it to native Windows. In that initial approach we used multiple inheritance to 
implement separateness – separate types were represented by separate classes that had to 
inherit from SEPARATE_SUPPLIER. A declaration of the form x: separate X had to be 
transformed into x: SEPARATE_X where class SEPARATE_X was defined as 

 class SEPARATE_X 

 inherit 

  X 

  SEPARATE_SUPPLIER 

 end 

Also, all separate clients (classes that declare and use separate entities) had to inherit 
from a special class SEPARATE_CLIENT. 

The biggest problem with that initial, inheritance-based approach was that the 
conformance relation between classes, as expressed by the inheritance relation, was 
exactly the opposite of the intended subtype relation (X should conform to separate X 
and not vice-versa). This made it impossible to pass non-separate objects of a reference 
type across the boundary of a processor. Additionally, the code had to be instrumented by 
hand, which was a cumbersome and error-prone process. We developed a pre-processor 
to aleviate that problem but the tool was not very efficient – due to the abovementioned 
use of inheritance, the code of all the ancestors of a given class X had to be analysed in 
order to produce correct renaming and redefinition clauses in the wrapper class 
SEPARATE_X.  

With the introduction of the conversion mechanism into Eiffel, we decided to change the 
approach and implement the separateness through the use of proxies. A separate proxy 
for a class X does not inherit from X. Instead, it delegates the calls to the appropriate 
features of the actual supplier object. No inheritance relation exists between class X and 
its proxy class SCOOP_SEPARATE__X but X conforms (is convertible) to 
SCOOP_SEPARATE__X. This captures much more precisely the intended semantics of 
separate types. Also, a pre-processing tool only needs to look at class X when generating 
proxy code for it – no analysis of proper ancestors is necessary.   



We provide a library implementation of the model (SCOOPLI) [91] and a compiler that 
type-checks SCOOP code and translates it into pure Eiffel code with embedded library 
calls [92]. The compiler is also able to detect potential deadlocks and use this information 
as the input to a run-time deadlock detection mechanism implemented as part of 
SCOOPLI. 
DONE:  

• SCOOPLI library for POSIX and .NET 

• scoop2scoopli 

MISSING:  

• extended type checker 

• support for latest ES 5.6 

• detachable/attached 

• agents 

• expanded types 

• constrained genericity 

• integration with ES 

NEXT STEPS:  

• implementation of the type checker (February - April) 

• agents, expanded types, attached types (March - April)  

• version for ES 5.7 (March – April) 

DEADLINE: 

• 01/05/2006 (dependent on ES 5.7 to be published in March 2006) 

 

4. THESIS BACKGROUND 

4.1. Object-oriented concurrent programming 
In traditional sequential programming, the object-oriented model has gained wide 
acceptance. Concurrent and distributed programming remains, however, one of the last 
areas of software engineering where no single direction has been generally recognised as 
the preferred approach. Frameworks such as CSP, CCS, and π-calculi enjoy strong 
academic support, but they remain far from the techniques actually applied in the 
industry. Finding a satisfactory framework for concurrent and distributed development is 
an urgent issue for the industry. Concurrent programming has become a required 
component of ever more types of application, including some that were traditionally 
thought of as sequential in nature. Beyond mere concurrency, today’s systems have 
become distributed over networks, including the network of networks — the Internet. The 
industry is in particularly dire need of simple, teachable techniques, directly supported by 
tools, which can guarantee the efficient production of correct and robust software 
providing a high Quality of Service. 



Several proposals have been made to combine the advantages of object-oriented 
programming techniques with the increased power of parallel machines. However, 
combining both concepts turned out to be extremely difficult in that, depending on the 
approach, either the main characteristics of the O-O paradigm or key performance factors 
of parallelism are sacrificed, resulting in unsatisfactory languages [76]. 

Philippsen [76] identifies several programming problems specific to concurrent object-
oriented models. We can claim that most of these problems can be avoided by 
appropriate language design and programming style.   

Parallel performance 
Three aspects of the problem should be considered: fan-out, intra-object concurrency, and 
object locality. 

Fan-Out 

In general, the most inefficient way of spawning activities is to create only one new 
activity at a time. In languages that only support sequential creation, it takes O(n) steps to 
spawn n activities on n processors (the cost can be reduced to O(log n) using a binary 
creation tree; such code is, however, difficult to read and understand. Several approaches 
propose spawning constructs with high fan-out, i.e. they offer the possibility to create 
more than one activity at a time. 

Intra-object concurrency 

Most concurrent O-O languages allow at most one feature of a given supplier object to be 
executed at a time. Other invocations are delayed. The main reason for prohibiting the 
intra-object concurrency is that it makes it much easier to analyse the semantics of 
execution and reason about the correctness of a class implementation. Also, most types of 
inheritance anomalies can be avoided [60], since the programmer does not have to 
implement any form of concurrency coordination to express which methods can be safely 
executed in parallel. 

Locality 

On distributed memory parallel machines, good performance can only be achieved if 
objects and activities are located on the same node, to avoid the overhead of remote 
accesses. Most concurrent O-O languages do not consider this problem at all.  

Encapsulation 
Encapsulation is a central paradigm of the O-O approach and a major software quality 
factor. The modular design fostered by encapsulation reduces the complexity of software 
– correctness considerations can be confined to the boundaries of modules (classes) that 
can be proved and tested in isolation. 

The principle of Design by Contract introduced by Bertrand Meyer [62] can be used for 
proving correctness of a class. A class C is locally correct if: 

• After creating a new instance of C, the class invariant InvC holds, and 

• After execution of a routine r of class C, both the class invariant  and the post-
condition Postr of that routine hold, provided that both the invariant and the 
precondition Prer were fulfilled at the time of the invocation. 



Clients can rely on the interface of a class without the need to know about the 
implementation details. 

 

Encapsulation by callee-side coordination 

The idea is to implement concurrency coordination on the supplier (callee) side. 
Language constructs that achieve callee-side coordination by design are called boundary 
coordination mechanisms. With such mechanisms, the class implementation can ensure 
that routines will only be executed concurrently if their interleaving does not affect 
correctness. Interfering feature invocations will be delayed. 

The main advantage of callee-side coordination is that it is possible to reason about the 
correctness of classes based on local information since all coordination code is part of the 
class implementation. 

Activity-centered coordination 

Another approach is to allow for intra-object concurrency but make the client (caller) 
responsible for its coordination. This may break encapsulation for two reasons. First, the 
client has to know the implementation details of the invoked routine to be convinced that 
it can be executed concurrently without harmful interference with other routines. 
Secondly, changing the implementation of a routine in the supplier class requires careful 
analysis of all the code where that particular routine is called, since the new 
implementation might require coordination constraints not yet implemented in all the 
client classes. Both problems are particularly painful where dynamic binding and code 
reuse come into play.  

Inheritance anomalies 
One of the most powerful concepts of object-oriented programming is inheritance, 
especially when it is used for code reuse and refinement. Unfortunately, in the presence 
of concurrency coordination code, reuse problems are likely to occur. In general, there is 
a high interdependence between attributes (instance variables) of a class and coordination 
constraints of different routines. Concurrency coordination and functionality are 
intimately interwoven. Because of this interdependence, routines often cannot be 
redefined in subclasses without affecting other routines, due to modified coordination 
constraints. The other routines must be redefined in the descendant and the ancestor, 
which degrades maintainability and prevents reuse. Even if the coordination code is 
isolated from the functionality code, it is often necessary to redefine it completely for all 
inherited routines instead of allowing local extensions of its parts. These and other 
difficulties of combining inheritance with concurrency are referred to as inheritance 
anomaly [60][51].  

 

4.2. SCOOP 
The SCOOP model (Simple Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming) [61] [64] offers a 
comprehensive approach to building high-quality concurrent and distributed systems. The 
idea of SCOOP is to take object-oriented programming as given, in a simple and pure 
form based on the concepts of Design by Contract, which have proved highly successful 
in improving the quality of sequential programs, and extend them in a minimal way to 



cover concurrency and distribution. The extension indeed consists of just one keyword 
separate; the rest of the mechanism largely derives from examining the consequences of 
the notion of contract in a non-sequential setting. The model is applicable to many 
different physical setups, from multiprocessing to multithreading, network programming, 
Web services, highly parallel processors for scientific computation, and distributed 
computation. For application programmers, writing concurrent applications with SCOOP 
is extremely simple, and does not require the usual baggage of concurrent and 
multithreaded programming (semaphores, rendezvous, conditional critical regions etc.). 
The model takes advantage of the inherent concurrency implicit in object-oriented 
programming to provide programmers with a simple extension enabling them to produce 
concurrent applications with little more effort than sequential ones. 

Processors 
SCOOP uses the basic scheme of the object-oriented computation: the feature call, e.g. 
x.f(a), which should be understood in the following way:  the client object calls feature f 
on the supplier object attached to x, with the argument a. In a sequential setting, such 
calls are synchronous, i.e. the client is blocked until the supplier has terminated the 
execution of the feature. To introduce concurrency, SCOOP allows the use of more than 
one processor to handle execution of features. A processor is an autonomous thread of 
control capable of supporting the sequential execution of instructions on one or more 
objects1. If different processors are used for handling the client and the supplier objects, 
the feature call becomes asynchronous: the computation on the client object can move 
ahead without waiting for the call to terminate. Processors are the principal concept that 
SCOOP adds to the sequential object-oriented framework. Contrary to a sequential 
system, a concurrent system may have any number of processors, independently of the 
number of available CPUs. 

Separate calls 
A declaration of an entity or function, which normally appears as x: SOME_CLASS 
may now also be of the form x: separate SOME_CLASS. Keyword separate 
indicates that entity x is handled by a different processor, so that calls on x should be 
asynchronous and can proceed in parallel with the rest of computation. With such a 
declaration, x becomes a separate entity. If the target of a call is a separate expression, 
i.e. a separate entity or an expression involving at least one separate entity, such call is 
referred to as separate call. 
 

Synchronisation 
No special mechanism is required for a client to resynchronise with its supplier after a 
separate call x.f(a) has gone off in parallel. The client will wait if and only if it needs to, 
i.e. when it requests information on the object through a query call, as in 
value := x.some_query. This automatic mechanism is known as wait by necessity [21]. 
SCOOP ensures that the separate calls made by the client to each supplier are executed in 
the correct order (FIFO). 
 

                                                 
1 It can be implemented by a piece of hardware (CPU), a process, a single thread in a multithreaded 
environment, or an application domain in Microsoft .NET, etc. 



Contracts 
SCOOP relies largely on the principles of Design by Contract. In particular, it introduces 
a new semantics for preconditions. Invariants play an important role in ensuring the 
consistency of concurrent applications. 
 
Preconditions  
The semantics of preconditions is different in sequential and concurrent setting. In 
sequential programs, preconditions are assertions that have to be fulfilled by the client 
object before calling the routine of the supplier object. If one or more preconditions are 
not met, the contract is broken and an exception is raised in the client object. In a 
concurrent context, the preconditions which do not involve any separate entities (e.g. 
value_specified, see Example 1) keep their original semantics: they are correctness 
conditions. The preconditions involving calls on separate objects (e.g. buffer_not_full) 
change their semantics: they become wait conditions. If such precondition is not satisfied, 
it does not result in an exception raised in the client; it only causes the client to wait until 
the precondition is satisfied. 
 
Example 1. Use of preconditions in SCOOP 

store (buffer: separate BUFFER; value: INTEGER) is 
    -- Store value into buffer. 
  require 
    value_specified: value /= Void 
    buffer_specified: buffer /= Void 
    buffer_not_full: not buffer.is_full 
  do 
    buffer.put (value) 
  ensure 
    buffer_not_empty: not buffer.is_empty 
  end 

  
Invariants 
Another interesting problem is the relation between concurrent execution and class 
invariants. The class invariant is the most important part of a contract, since it ensures the 
consistency of the class instances (objects). An object-oriented software system can be 
consistent if and only if every object in the system is consistent with its specification (its 
base class). 
At first, the connection between class invariants and concurrency does not seem so 
obvious. If one tries to reason about concurrent programs written in SCOOP, the use of 
invariants is indeed exactly the same as in a sequential context [65]. This is because only 
one routine can be called on the supplier object at any given time, so satisfying or 
violating the invariant of the supplier’s base class depends only on the outcome of this 
routine call. On the other hand, if we allowed concurrent execution of several routines of 
the same supplier object, the invariant may be violated, even if the sequential execution 
of the same routines would not violate it (see 3.2 for more details). 

Locking policy 
The control of access to shared resources is the main problem in concurrent computation. 
In non-object-oriented settings the concept of critical section is used: it is simply a code 



fragment in which a shared resource is accessed. At most one process2 can be executing 
the critical section at any given time. Efficient solutions to conflict problems must be 
characterised by a synchronisation among processes, so that they have to wait for 
executing a critical section if another process is accessing the shared resource that critical 
section is for. This kind of synchronisation is referred to as mutual exclusion (from 
running the critical section at the same time). The following design guidelines should be 
followed:  
• No two processes may be simultaneously in their critical sections related to the same 

shared resource. 
• No process running outside its critical sections may block any other process from 

running its own ones. 
• No process should have to wait (potentially) forever to enter its critical section. 
• No assumptions can be made on the number of available CPUs.  
 
The situation changes significantly when we deal with object-oriented computations. 
Explicit critical sections are not required any more, since they can be encapsulated in 
class routines, as it is done in SCOOP. The most important question is: how do we ensure 
that concurrent calls to the routines of the same object do not cause deadlock, and do not 
violate the integrity of the object (i.e. the invariant of its base class)? An appropriate 
locking policy should be applied in order to ensure these two conditions. 
 
SCOOP does not use the concept of the critical section, instead it relies on the mechanism 
of argument passing. For a separate call to be valid, the target of the call must be a formal 
argument of the enclosing routine. Such “embedding” of separate calls in routines allows 
exclusive locking of objects. For instance, in order to obtain exclusive access to a 
separate object buf, it suffices to use it as an argument of the corresponding call, as in 
store (buf, 10). 
 
The locking policy of the SCOOP model, as defined in [61], is very restrictive: at most 
one client may access any supplier object at any given time. This certainly simplifies the 
implementation and makes it easier to reason about concurrent programs. Since only one 
client object can hold a lock on the given supplier object at any time, interference 
between several client objects is impossible. Therefore, one can easily decide which 
object is responsible for possible breaches in the contract (e.g. breaking the routine’s 
precondition, breaking the invariant of the class corresponding to the supplier object). 
The biggest drawback of this approach is, obviously, the lost of performance: very often, 
several clients try to access a shared data structure and only one of them is allowed to 
make a call at a time; the others have to wait, even if they do not try to modify the data 
structure. 
 

4.3. Deadlocks 

Deadlocks in SCOOP 
The locking mechanism of SCOOP is based on the argument passing. Consider Example 
2. We deal with the producer-consumer synchronisation. Assume that several producer 

                                                 
2 Here process = thread of execution. It may be called process, thread, processor, etc. 



objects are producing integer values and storing them into the shared buffer buf; several 
consumer objects are consuming elements from that buffer. From the point of view of 
both the producers and the consumers, buf is a separate object (that is why it is declared 
as separate in the source code of both classes). In order to perform a call to buf, a client 
object (be it producer or consumer) must obtain an exclusive lock on buf. Since SCOOP 
relies on the argument passing mechanism for this purpose, the target of a separate call 
must appear as an argument of the enclosing routine; that is why all the calls to buf are 
embedded into routines store and consume_one. Direct calls to buf.put, buf.item, and 
buf.remove are forbidden.  

 
Example 2. Producer-consumer synchronisation3 
class PRODUCER 

feature 

 store (buffer: separate BUFFER [INTEGER]; 
        value: INTEGER) is 
     -- Store value into buffer. 
  require 
    buffer_specified: buffer /= Void 
    buffer_not_full: not buffer.is_full 
    value_specified: value /= Void 
  do 
    buffer.put (value) 
  end 

 random_gen: RANDOM_GENERATOR 

 buf: separate BUFFER [INTEGER] 

 produce_n (n: INTEGER) is 
      -- Produce n integer values and store 
      -- them into a buffer. 
   local 
     value: INTEGER 
     i: INTEGER 
   do 
     from i := 1 
     until i > n 
     loop 
       value := random_gen.next  
       store (buf, value) 
         -- buf.put (value) is forbidden 
         -- here 
       i := i + 1 
     end 
   end 

end -- class PRODUCER  

class CONSUMER 

feature 

 consume_one (buffer: separate 
                                                 
3 To simplify the example, the postconditions have been omitted. 



                BUFFER [INTEGER]) 
   is 
     -- Consume one element from buffer. 
   require 
     buffer_specified: buffer /= Void 
     buffer_not_empty: not buffer.is_empty 
   do 
     value := buffer.item 
     buffer.remove 
   end 

 buf: separate BUFFER [INTEGER] 

 consume_n (n: INTEGER) is 
      -- Consume n elements from a buffer. 
   local 
     i: INTEGER 
   do 
     from i := 1 
     until i > n 
     loop 
       consume_one (buf) 
         -- buf.item and buf.remove are  
         -- forbidden here 
       i := i + 1 
     end 
   end 

end -- class CONSUMER  

 

Let us have a closer look at the locking mechanism. When a consumer object is making a 
call to consume_one inside routine consume_n, it passes buf as argument to that call. 
According to the SCOOP access control policy, when one or more arguments of a routine 
are separate objects, the client must obtain exclusive locks on all these objects before 
executing the routine. Therefore, the consumer object in our example must obtain an 
exclusive lock on buf before executing consume_one. If another object is currently 
holding the lock, the client has to wait until the lock has been released, and then try to 
acquire it. When the client has finally acquired the lock, the preconditions are checked. If 
all the preconditions hold, the routine is executed, and the lock is released after the 
routine has terminated. Should one or more preconditions involving separate objects (i.e. 
wait conditions) not hold, the client releases all the locks and restarts the whole process 
from the beginning: first acquiring the locks, then checking the preconditions4. This 
allows other clients to access the supplier object, hopefully changing its state, so that the 
wait conditions required by our client are eventually met. 

Note that acquiring and releasing locks is done atomically: either all of them are granted 
(respectively: released) or none. This prevents, in most cases, one of the necessary 
conditions for deadlocks: wait-and-hold. Unfortunately, it is still possible to cause a 
deadlock if a routine executed by the supplier includes calls to other features which 
request locks on separate objects that have not been passed as arguments to the supplier 
                                                 
4 We only consider wait conditions here. Preconditions that do not involve any separate entities are 
correctness conditions, so their violation is handled in the same way as in a sequential setting, i.e. by raising 
an exception in the client code. 



routine. This corresponds to a hold-and-wait scenario: requesting a new resource while 
holding already acquired ones. Since the two other necessary conditions for deadlocks, 
i.e. mutual exclusion and no preemption, are satisfied by the locking policy, SCOOP-
based programs may deadlock.  
 
Deadlock prevention 
The idea is to disallow one of the four necessary conditions for deadlock. As mentioned 
before, mutual exclusion and no pre-emption are satisfied by the locking mechanism of 
SCOOP. So, obvious candidates for elimination are hold-and-wait and circular waiting.    
 
In fact, it is quite easy to design very restrictive (pessimistic) rules that would prevent 
hold-and-wait: 

• Require the client object to request and be allocated all its resources before it 
begins calls the routine, or 

• Allow the client to request resources only when it has none.  
However, this would unnecessarily restrict the model, making it much less flexible. It 
may also lead to low resource utilisation. Another problem is starvation: the client may 
wait indefinitely for all its required resources. 
 
Circular waiting is much more difficult to prevent, especially with statically-checkable 
rules: 

• Impose a total ordering on all resource types. 
• Require each client to request resources only in a strictly increasing order. 
• Require that resources of the same type must be requested together. 

Such rules are unacceptable for a general-purpose object-oriented programming model. 
Nevertheless, some run-time mechanism may be devised to detect an occurrence of 
circular waiting (see “Deadlock Detection”). 
 
Deadlock avoidance 
The idea is to grant the requested resource if and only if this allocation does not have the 
potential to lead to a deadlock. Obviously, this problem cannot be solved statically at 
compile-time. Instead, a run-time mechanism must be devised to ensure that granting a 
new lock does not cause deadlock. 
 
How could such a mechanism for SCOOP look like? Shared locks [67] would eliminate, 
in some cases, the mutual exclusion condition, thus preventing deadlocks even in a 
circular waiting scenario. Similarly, the no pre-emption condition may be eliminated by 
the use of the duel mechanism of SCOOP. 
 
Deadlock detection 
The last approach is to always grant the requested resource when possible, and then 
periodically check for deadlocks. If a deadlock exists, recover from it. 
 
There are two main problems with deadlock detection. First of all, how do we detect a 
deadlock? The mechanism should keep track of all current resources and resource 
requests, and use some algorithm to decide whether the system is in a deadlock state. 
Secondly, what recovery mechanism may be used? A generic recovery mechanism is 
difficult to devise. Should we pick one or more objects and raise an exception in the 



routines they are currently executing, thus forcing them to release all the locks and retry? 
This would certainly be a dangerous solution: what if class invariants are broken? Here, 
once again, the new locking policy may be helpful. If the pre-empted routines are side-
effect-free, there is no danger of breaking class invariants and the routines can simply get 
rescheduled. 
 

5. OTHER TASKS 
The proposed schedule (see section 6) takes into account the responsibilities that I have 
as a research assistant at the Chair of Software Engineering: 

• Teaching assignments 
o Introduction to Programming (WS05/06), 
o Concurrent Object-Oriented Programming (SS06). 

• Organisation of scientific events 
o LASER Summer School on Software Engineering 2006 
 

• Administrative tasks within the Chair of Software Engineering.  
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